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By Jennifer Egan

Scribner, New York, 2017. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: Fine. 1st Edition.
SIGNED. Stated Scribner hardcover edition November 2017, first printing with complete 10 number
line ending with 1. Signed by Jennifer Egan on the publisher's bound-in page. Book is tight and
square with solid hinges, sharp tips and clean unmarred boards. Textblock is clean with no writing,
bookplate or markings and not BCE, ex-library or remaindered. Dust jacket is unclipped ($28.00)
and Fine. Illustrated endpapers. Protected in a new Brodart cover. The long-awaited novel from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Visit from the Goon Squad. Manhattan Beach opens in Brooklyn
during the Great Depression. Anna Kerrigan, nearly twelve years old, accompanies her father to the
house of a man who, she gleans, is crucial to the survival of her father and her family. Anna observes
the uniformed servants, the lavishing of toys on the children, and some secret pact between her
father and Dexter Styles. Years later, her father has disappeared and the country is at war. Anna
works at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, where women are allowed to hold jobs that had always belonged
to men. She becomes the first female diver, the most dangerous and...
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You may like how
the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni Bechtelar-- Toni Bechtelar

A fresh electronic book with a new perspective. It is one of the most remarkable book we have go through. Your daily life period will likely be transform the
instant you full reading this article pdf.
-- Katrine Kohler DVM-- Katrine Kohler DVM
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